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Abstract
Objective: To Improve the performance of Booth Multiplier and reduce power consumption.
Method: The most essential form of multiplication consists of framing the result of two unsigned (positive) binary numbers.
Finding: Booth Multiplier consists of pre-defined table. According to this algorithm, multiplication of two numbers x and y (x*y) is same as
multiplication of y and x (y*x). At times this rule fails due to which we modify the logic by converting the decimal number in to 4 bit binary
number and appending (n-2) zeros at most significant bit and one zero at least significant bit.
Improvement: By using this method we can get accurate results in multiplication by multiplying like (x*y) and (y*x).
Keywords: Booth Multiplication, Layout, Partial Product, Booth Algorithm

1. Introduction

2.1 Booth Algorithm

The most basic form of multiplication1 consists of framing the result
of two unsigned (positive) binary numbers. The mostly used
multiplier is booth multiplier and it consists of predefined table .
According to the principle of booth multiplier if we multiply two
numbers x and y (x*y) then the result of these two numbers is same
as if we do
multiplication in reverse order that is y*x but it fails to give correct
output so we are modifying the logic by converting these in to 4 bit
binary number1 and appending n-2 zeros at msb and one zero at
lsb.so we write code to convert them in to 4 bit binary and appending
zeros to it and we analyse in Xilinx

In the booth algorithm it uses predefined table which was given by
the scientist booth. In this booth algorithm we multiply the two
numbers and codes the number which is to be multiplied by using
this table.
In the booth algorithm1,6 the multiplier is taken as a 4 bit binary
number and appends zero at lsb and from left to right we pair 3 bits
as a pair which are used for partial product generation. the steps of
the booth algorithm is mentioned below.

2. Booth Multiplication
Booth multiplication1, 2, 3 is one of the increase methods that takes
into account smaller, speedier operation on the numbers.It is the
standard strategy utilized as a part of chip plan, and gives significant
enhancements over the "long multiplication procedure. Booth’s
multiplication calculation is a multiplication calculation that
increases two signed8 binary numbers in two's complement
documentation.

Table 1: Showing Booth Algorithm Partial product

Inputs
X2
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

X1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

X0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

Partial products
Pp
0
Y
Y
2y
-2y
-y
-y
0

The partial products can be identified as follow
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Fig.1: Partial Products Steps for booth example

Figure 1 gives the total number of partial products that can be
obtained for the booth operation with multiplicand, multiplier, partial
products and product
For example
8*2=16
Number of flip flops required: x+y-1
X=1000
Y=0010
X+y-1=7flipflops
Y=00100
001 100
p1 p2
P1=p0+100=p0+(-2x)
P2=p1+001= p1+(x)

3. Proposed model

means two is added six times will results to output and this
procedure gives more delay when compared both.In the above
algorithm the process is done by appending zero at lsb and from lsb
to msb 3 bits are paired and the partial products can be obtained if
the number of paired bits increases then the partial products
increases,and the procedure is followed and if we not get the
required output that is based on binary multiplication process output
then add one zero at msb and do the same process and by this time of
execution increases.
To eliminate this delay we can do this process by embedding two
zeros at most significant bit to the multiplier and do the process and
the output will get in the same time The example is that condition is
not satisfying the already existed algorithm and satisfies the
proposed algorithm
And the example is (8*2=16,2*8=16)

4. Outputs of the proposed algorithm

In the above algorithm the multiplicand is multiplied with multiplier
For an example six is multiplied with 2 (6*2=12)that means six is
added twice And similarly two is multiplied1 with 6 (2*6=12) that

The multiplicand is =1000 (8)
Multiplier is =0010(2) Output=8*2=16

Figure 2. Showing Output=2*8=16

Figure 2 shows when multiplicand is 1000 and multiplier is 0010
and then output obtained is 16.
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.
Figure 3.Test bench Diagram

In the above figure 3 represents the inputs are given as a,b and the
output is stored in c=a*b,and the inputs are changed as b,a and the
output is c=b*a..

5. Layout using micro wind software

Fig.4: Layout of the booth multiplier

The above figure 4 shows the layout of booth multiplier when
Verilog code is taken and the layout of this obtained by using the
microwind software.
Three-dimensional view of the booth multiplier when implemented on the substrate

Figure 5: 3d view after fabrication

After processing several steps like photoresist, masking oxidation,
metallization techniques the output circuit looks like a
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Fig.6: Final 3d view

Figure 6 is the final 3d view after processing technique completion.
The green color line shows the connection between the silicon
substrate to oxidation layer which is called epitaxy layer
Middle view shows the diagram is

Figure 7: Middle View for the Algorithm

6. Schematics

Fig. 8: is the schematic for the booth algorithm when implemented in xilinx
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Fig.9: RTL VIEW

Figure 9 shows the register transfer level view for the booth
algorithm.
The number of LUTS is used and the no of input output blocks
usage can be known after synthesizing the code in Xilinx software.

When implemented in Xilinx table 2 shows the various parameters
with their device utilization summary.

Table 2: Table shows device utilization summary

Logic utilization
No. of Slices
No. of slices flip-flops
4inputLUT
Bonded IOB
No. of Gclk

Used
16
12
29
17
1

7. Delay Analysis

Available
4656
9312
9312
232
24
•

Before clock minimum input arrival time: 4.929 ns
After clock maximum output required time: 7.204 ns ref 4
Maximum combinational path delay:No path found

8. Advantages

IF stages of the receiver

11. Conclusion
In this paper we have obtained the reversible logic of multiplication
process that is x is multiplied with y and y is multiplied with x gives
same results with same time and no delay is obtained by using
modified booth multiplier.

The speed increases for the reversible logic of the multiplication
process will occur in same time so by this the system reaction is not
different for different inputs and all will gives output at same time

12. Future scope

9. Limitations

The limitations of this paper can be over comed by separating the
booth existing table in two parts if there is any partial product which
consists negative outcome and this can be defined by using this
booth multiplier table separate for negative and positive outcome.

The main limitation of this is that if we increase the number of
appended bits by this the usage of flip flops increases7 so the size
increases by this the Power consumption5 increases .

10. Applications
•
•
•

Utilization
0%
0%
0%
7%
4%

Micro processors
Filtering process(FIR)
Digital signal processors
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